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Abstract. Pile foundation of buildings have not only bear the load from the upper structure, but also 
bear the earth pressure from the slope, its load transfer mechanism is more complicated. Hence, it is 
important to study the pile-slope interaction mechanism, and to improve the lateral capacity of pile 
foundation. This paper presents the experimental study on the bearing characteristics at different 
locations in landslide, which measured the pile horizontal displacement, bending moment and soil 
pressure. The results show that: the pile locate at the top of the slope has the maximum horizontal 
displacement when only under vertical load; test pile under vertical load, horizontal load on the 
horizontal displacement of the pile less affected; when vertical load unchanged, with the depth 
increases, the earth pressure value was "S" type change; bending moment decreases after the first 
increase in depth, appears reverse moment in a certain depth. 

Introduction 
Pile by both vertical loads and lateral loads have attracted the attention of many domestic and 

foreign scholars. Anagnostopoulos [1] through the model test of single pile under vertical and lateral 
loads of relationships. W D Guo [2] and so on through the model test of the upper layer of soil lateral 
movement of the pile moment, soil reaction force of the impact, found that the maximum bending 
moment and soil reaction force are significantly less than the top of the pile no case of vertical load. 
Liang Fa-yun[3] for single pile under vertical and horizontal loads combined action theoretical analysis 
showed that vertical loads laterally loaded piles make the bending moment on the increase or increases 
lateral deformation pile. Liu Cheng-xue [4] introduced free Galerkin method, method of stress analysis 
under inclined loads Piles in-depth analysis and research, and the development of materials for linear 
elastic, elastoplastic material discontinuities and material issues of non- Galerkin analysis procedures. 
Gong xian-bin[5] designed 45º, 60º, 75º slope under three different indoor models steep high and steep 
slope cross section of bridge pile foundation bearing test, through the process of carrying pile top 
displacement, pile internal force and pile lateral soil pressure, load transfer law on vertical and 
horizontal loads under the pile, the internal force distribution and pressure distribution of the soil pile 
side were studied. Zheng Gang, Wang Li [6] inclined pile of Tianjin, a high-rise building projects in 
different degrees of vertical load test conducted on-site, on the basis of test results on the use of 
ABAQUS finite element analysis software to simulate the effects of different vertical, under different 
soil conditions pile load bearing capacity of the vertical transfer and law degree change. The load 
transfer characteristics and variability of pile on hillside under complex loads has been simulated based 
on ABAQUS by Zhang Jian-wei[7]. Ma Jin-dong [8] and other human-shaped cross-sectional study 
variable force characteristics of reinforced concrete piles under lateral loads were calm water pile load 
scale model tests. Previous studies mostly located in the ground level for the pile, or as a pile, and in 
engineering practice will encounter many of the buildings built on the slopes, pile subjected to complex 
load situation, to reveal the complex on the slopes loaded pile bearing characteristics, this paper will 
conduct research on the pile bearing characteristics at different locations on the slopes by model tests.  
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Model test 

Test material parameters 
The test is based on the theory of similarity than in laboratory models groove structure 

(length×width×height = 4m×2m×3m) filling layered soil slopes, the test soil from the Kaifeng pink 
sand. The test sand to fill in the post-stratification model 15cm tank and compacted soil test carried out 
after the filling is completed, access to physical property and mechanical parameters of the soil (Table 
1), and then turn in the model tank arrangement of a reinforced concrete piles, pile parameters in Table 
2. In every 0.14m pile surface strain gauge symmetry paste (order of A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, F1, G1 and 
A2, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2, G2), were arranged 7 pairs, calculated by reading pile stress distribution and 
thus can calculate the moment distribution along the pile. Miniature earth pressure cells embedded in 
the soil around the pile and strain gauges corresponding position obtained by earth pressure cell 
reading pile lateral soil pressure distribution. In the head and at the interface of the pile and slope are 
arranged a dial indicator, measure the horizontal displacement of the head and at the interface, and then 
can calculate the distribution of the horizontal displacement of the pile. 

Table 1  Silt sand parameters                                                           Table 2  Model pile parameters 

Test program 
To carry out different loading methods, foundation piles at different distances to the top surface of 

the slope and other tests, the force in the form of proposed and failure mode on under complex loads 
45º slope foundation pile, study its carrying properties and deformation mechanism. In practical 
engineering, building foundation piles both withstand the weight of the upper structure, but also to 
withstand wind loads and braking force and other horizontal loads. According to the actual working 
conditions, the development of this experiment Table 3 test loading program to study the impact of 
pre-applied vertical load bearing characteristics of pile level. 

Table 3   Test load program 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
Test equipment 

 Loading apparatus of the present trial vertical loads imposed by the jack, and to ensure vertical load 
direction during the horizontal load is always vertical. Horizontal load by weight (a weight of 
5.1kg≈50N) to load, that is fixed in the trailer coupling is applied strand by means pulleys. Sectional 
model test instrument’s arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. 

 Displacement measurement: It measured by dial indicator. The horizontal force in the vertical 
direction on the trailer coupling of steel beams, symmetrically fixed set two dial indicator to the 
measured vertical displacement pile; the horizontal direction of the force, and the slope of the slope 
more than 10cm at each installation a dial indicator to measure the horizontal displacement. 

Density 

 

/g.cm-3 

moisture 

 

/%  

porosity 

ratio 

 inner 

friction 

/(°) 

compression 

modulus 

/MPa 

1.64 10 0.875 35.3 5.71 

Pile 

length 

/mm 

Pile 

diameter 

/mm 

 Buried 

 depth 

/mm 

Elastic 

Modulus 

/MPa 

1000 46.1 950 30000 

Test Pile No. 

Vertical load  Horizontal load Piles distance L 

from the top of the 

hill 
Load 

Size 
Load Properties 

Load 

Size 
 Load Properties 

P1 
Pv    Level Load  0      0              0 

—        —  Ph Level Load  0 

P2 
Pv    Level Load 0      0               1m 

—        — Ph Level Load   1m 

P3 
Pv    Level Load 0      0               2m 

—        — Ph Level Load   2m 
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 Pile stress measurement: the CM-2B multi-point static strain (programmable) fast acquisition and 
analysis strain gauges to measure strain gauges. 

 
Fig.1  Profile of the model test instrument layout 

Test procedure 
    The test uses chronic maintain load method, by using the vertical step by step the same amount of 
test pile load rating load of 0.3kN, should be loaded so that the load transfer uniform, continuous, no 
impact. For the test pile, the first vertical load exerted by certain vertical loading device, and then kept 
constant vertical load, horizontal load is applied until the destruction by fixed pulley. The horizontal 
test load to allow the horizontal displacement pile 1cm or broken as a termination load standards. 

Experimental results 

The comparative analysis of bending moment working conditions 
Pile embedded strain gauges and strain gauges connected, can be measured horizontal load test 

pile under tensile and compressive strain value of each section to give the bending moment, which can 
draw the profile of the bending moment along the pile of Fig. 2, 3, 4 .By analyzing the experimental 
data shows that: at all levels load, since the test against the action of the soil around the pile, the 
bending moment values are positive and negative, to a certain depth will be reversed bending. 
Moments, while under the influence of vertical loads and horizontal loads, bending moment increases 
with the depth of the first (in the C1 strain gauge reaches a maximum at the moment) and then 
decreases to zero at E1 at last, showing Features flexible pile. With the change in position of test pile, 
changing moment. On the 45º slope, when the horizontal load of 350N, at the moment at the C1 value 
P1> P2> P3. 

   
Fig.2  P1 pile bending moment                                              Fig.3  P2 pile bending moment 
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Fig.4  P3 pile bending moment 

Each pile friction condition comparative analysis 
Adjacent to the pile length between two strain gages for the study, the study calculated for each 

pile friction distribution along the pile as shown in Fig.5, 6, 7. On the 45°slope, P1 pile located top of 
the slope, the pile side friction most obvious change, the reduced pile side friction value increases with 
depth first. When the horizontal load of 0.6kN, in D1-E1 at the pile friction P1> P2> P3. When the 
horizontal load of 0.9kN, in D1-E1 at the pile friction P1> P2> P3. Since the top of the pile during the 
test part is bare soil in vitro, this distance is no contact with the soil pile, so when that is loaded, pile 
side friction does not produce the maximum position at the top of the pile. P1, P2, P3 three test piles at 
the maximum horizontal load, both appear pile bottom side friction increases again the case, but this 
only occurs when the load exceeds a certain value. 

  
Fig.5  P1 pile side friction-depth curve                           Fig.6  P2 pile side friction-depth curve 

 
Fig.7  P3 pile side fiction-depth curve 
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Conclusion 
 By loading equipment designed to study in the 45°slope test pile in a different location, pile bearing 

characteristics of pile under vertical load and lateral load applied to the case. The following 
conclusions: 

(1) Under the vertical loads, when the horizontal load and test pile gage position is the same, the 
point moment P1> P2> P3. Bending moment increases with decreasing depth of the first, the last place 
goes to zero at E1, bending moment mainly at a distance of 3/7 at the top of the pile. 

(2) Test pile under vertical loads, horizontal loads to the pile horizontal displacement of less. 
Therefore, the level of impact on the single pile load bearing characteristics can be ignored. 

(3) The maximum value of the side friction resistance of pile does not appear on top of the pile, P1 
pile appears at the D1-E1, P2 pile appears at the C1-D1, P3 pile appears at the B1-C1. When the load is 
the same level, side P1, P2, P3 three test piles at the same position in the frictional resistance strain gauge 
value P1> P2> P3. 
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